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Abstract: This research explores the convergence of digital tooling and manufacturing with cognitive 
and metacognitive learning processes, framing pedagogical possibilities through the discourse of 
metacognition. Currently there is as much uncertainty about environmental futures as there is 
existential unease regarding automation and the perceived gradual or abrupt loss of human control. In 
that context however, it can be argued that the process of codifying complex non-linear systems can 
reveal insight into how the human brain operates and perhaps how society can better cope with 
uncertainty and other changes we will face, informing how we live and learn and ultimately how a 
better built environment can be envisioned/manufactured by the relationship we have with machines. 
This paper discusses a unique codified process of learning through a discussion of metacognition and the 
exploration of a unique teaching-learning process that involves programming a CNC Mill to paint 
effectively with watercolours. In illuminating the nuances of the trial and error process of cybernetic 
pedagogy, this focused case study ultimately proposes critical questions concerning the impact of 
technology on teaching and learning in design. 
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1. Context: object and systems levels 

This paper explores a cybernetic design research framework as outlined by Glanville (1997) to expose 
key stages of cognitive and metacognitive processes in design.  Metacognition has been referred to as 
“the knowledge about and regulation of one’s cognitive activities in learning processes” (Veeman, 2005; 
Flavell, 1979; Brown, 1978) or in other words, knowing how one knows something. While metacognition 
is itself an umbrella-term, specific derivative terminologies describe key cognitive actions at secondary 
levels. Some familiar terms include learning strategies, self-regulation, theory of mind, etc. Nelson 
(1996) unifies many of these subordinate terms by describing a two level system of classifications. He 
distinguishes an “object level” stage, at which cognitive activity takes place, from a “meta-level” which 
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effectively governs that object-level cognition. Flavell (1979) describes the most common distinction in 
metacognition as separating metacognitive knowledge from skills; on one hand, referring to a person’s 
declared knowledge about interactions between people, their tasks and strategies for success, and on 
the other hand, referring to our procedural knowledge for how we regulate our problem solving and 
learning activities (Veeman, 2005; Brown & DeLoache, 1978).   

Metacognitive knowledge is largely perceptual; and it can be objectively correct or incorrect. 
Metacognitive skills however tend to operate within a feedback loop, just as computational or 
controlled design methods. As Andrew Kudless (2011) observes, the gathering of information begets the 
need to gather more information.  This can be traced back to the core of learning, and the fundamentals 
of intelligence that lie in the circular actions of perception and action (Brooks 1999). The act of making, 
including the process of repetition, subsequent failures and eventual success that results through a 
continuously increasing precision, speed and craftsmanship lead to an incredible range of discoveries.  
We (the experimenter and the machine) act iteratively until reaching fidelity or grotesque (Headley & 
Bussiere, 2014).  And, as Dritsas and Yeo (2013) assert in the reproduction of historic sculptures and 
buildings, it is noteworthy that the reconstruction of technique is limited in a practical sense by the 
resolution of the equipment being used. Taken together, the emergence of new tools, procedures and 
relationships between human and non-human cognition offers glimpses into potential forms of 
enhanced and engaged learning.  

2. Process: recursive cybernetics + Deus ex machina (or, God in the 
machine) 

Here we pose a question. Can expertise be codified?  And specifically, can the design process, as 
opposed to objects, be measured and organized sequentially to enable the reproduction of holistically 
minded and reproducible techniques and how is reflection, a core dimension of metacognition, 
acknowledged and embedded within the programming? Beesley and Seebohm (2000) have suggested 
the notion of a digital tectonic by scaffolding traditional construction methods with design software.  
They observe that much of architectural design is an abstraction that emphasizes visuality and spatiality 
rather than tangible material and construction methodologies.  This aligns with Glanville’s (1999) 
framework for research as the simplification of variables in the search for pattern. It further suggests a 
correlation between craftsmanship and the process of discovery.   

The term Deus ex Machina, which refers to a common plot device in theatrical performances, proves 
useful in answering the question. In such a case, suddenly, and in a way that seems out-of-nowhere, 
some new event, character, object or ability appears and solves a critical and previously impossible 
problem. The solution advances the story, usually comedically transitioning to some point of narrative 
resolution. In this way, it can be argued that key moments of discovery in the recursive testing process 
can offer similar evolutionary prompts for the designer, student or researcher as they struggle through 
the learning process. In this case, programming a typical CNC mill to watercolour paint is the Deus ex 
Machina in a search for metacognitive value. 

In a close examination of watercolour painting techniques specifically, brush size, brush angle, colour 
density, stroke approach, stroke retraction, stroke speed, stroke pressure, as well as other situational 
factors such as the water content in the brush, or the process of adding water and subsequently 
removing it on the edge of the paint tray, or the capillary effect of the paper against the water loading 
can potentially be systemized. Beyond human-controlled technical processes, the speed at which the air 
removes or dries water molecules in varying volumes or other atmospheric changes that indicate when 
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the painter can return to different areas of the work, or how paint is gradually built up in layers, 
ultimately determines the image resolution. The process is non-linear, nuanced, ambiguous and 
therefore very difficult to codify. However, to reiterate the core argument the circular and recursive 
actions performed within the above stated cybernetic framework, inherently reveal opportunities, 
leading to continued scrutiny and continued learning.  The assumed steps within the non-linear and 
ambiguous act of creative making, typically at first using simple media such as pen and paper (or 
watercolour in this instance), becomes clearer through identifying, organizing and programming more 
complex media, methods and interrogation. 

Through the exploration and production of watercolour drawings utilizing CNC technologies, the artists 

(researchers and students) are simultaneously the experimenter and the experimented. This does not 

conflate the process and product but instead reveals how they themselves process experience through 

revised operations. By radically simplifying and coding the complex variables in the production of an 

explicitly nuanced painting technique, the admittedly mechanical process is searching for clarity and 

ultimately replicability.  The creation of a rule-based foundation that is repeatable or recursive steps 

fosters enhanced and focused learning.  

Figure 1. Programmable variables. 
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The tests first isolate each potentially adjustable factor x. Next, those factors (variables) x are 
combined (x + x + x) to produce desired effects. Variables are tested in multiple combinations, 
sequenced and modified under a range of conditions. (Figure 2.) Next, various technical effects are 
achieved through each equation.  We can speak to what was learned in each test, with each adjustment, 
a new layer of understanding is achieved, etc. Finally, the incremental increase in complexity allows for 
enhanced legibility and comprehension, and thus replicability. Defining programmable variables allows 
for greater levels of control despite limited initial understanding of both the painting process and the 
end results. (Figures 3 & 4.) 

 

 

Figure 2: Various paint marks being made in a blotting pattern. 

 

Figure 3: CNC paths indexed in various straight and stippled paint marks 
Figure 4: CNC paths indexed in various straight and stippled paint marks 
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3. Hacking the process 

The codification of the processes requires the interrogation of the function, both in terms of how it is 
done and why it is done, for each action at any moment within a given process.  Simultaneously, it 
requires hacking– technologies, and their limits, must be challenged and catechized, and the 
programmers must reflect on what we know and what we think we know.    

CNC milling technology is primarily designed for the removal of material.  The action of inverting its 
relationship with its primary directive (shifting the machining type from subtractive to additive) embeds 
a logic, at the onset, that engages the programmer in a critical discourse with the machine.  At every 
step in the process the machine challenges the programmer as the programmer questions themselves.  
Automated processes that are taken for granted by the typical user must be comprehended and 
subsequently manipulated to control the outcome of the process.  This is the very core of design 
thinking.    

As the dialogue between the machine and the programmer ensues, we observe that the task itself 
has too many contingent factors to be absolutely knowable.  Unprogrammable variables challenge the 
process. Humidity, air flow, machine vibration, and temperature for example can all be measured and 
controlled to an operational limit, but absolute control will never be achieved.  Similar to building 
construction methods, where weather effects the curing of concrete and the speed at which masons 
assemble brick wythes, certain contingent spatio-temporal conditions reveal themselves to be outside 
the control of the programmer or architect.  It is however through the embracing of these variables and 
the parametricising of programmable variables that evolutions are feasible. Each variable presents a 
motion which combines with the coordinated motions of other variables to produce the action. 

In addition to hacking the hardware, the software processes must also be hacked to develop a 
functioning workflow to take the conceptual processes and actions into tangible numerically controlled 
values.  Understanding how light is interpreted by Photoshop, how Illustrator deals with colour volumes 
to map raster content into vector data and finally the translation of the vector areas into codified 
toolpaths through Rhino and Grasshopper all force the programmer to rethink the tools, their 
limits/boundaries and their potential relationships with each other.  This is particularly noteworthy since 
the actions of programming the skill necessitates the compression of the senses into bites that are 
digestible by the computer processing.   

Within the metacognitive framework, the foundation of specific knowledge is rattled by the nexus of 
interactions within the various processes: from the programmer to each piece of software; the 
software’s interactions within the digital environment; and the software communication to the 
hardware.  In performing these actions the programmer enables both the digital and physical tooling to 
become extensions of their own body enabling a new form of mastery (Figure 5). 
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Figure 4: Graphic shows one of the results of the in progress research.  There is notable impact that the 
machine embeds into the developed image that is a representation of much of what was observed by 

the programmers of masters painting.  The processes of building up areas for example, when performed 
by masters appears almost simplistic in the execution.  We see the conceptualization of patterns within 
the programming of the actions and ultimately the failure to fully comprehend all the variables in play 

for the said technique.  

4. Conclusion 

The work here supports design knowledge for practitioners who are pushing toward a greater 
understanding of design thinking through a more technologically integrated design process, or for 
design educators who sometimes feel like they’re teaching “robotic” students.  This research, through a 
meticulous understanding of process - both in linear and holistic indexes of cognition – offers greater 
insight into the impact of technology on design pedagogy.  Perhaps more importantly, it also raises 
questions about education, and the future of design practice. The more this work advances, the more 
questions will be raised, and the more we will be able to shed light onto those questions. What are 
some potential impacts of technology on design education? What is the frontier of design knowledge? If 
we’re not there yet, what must we do as a field to enter that frontier? And so on…  

This methodology bounds the pedagogical value of the programming since the programmer must 
simultaneously interrogate the tools and the process.  Each action is performed in concert and the 
programmer makes choices regarding the outcome which in turn sets the parameters and their limits.  
We no longer seek to achieve pretty pictures but instead seek to understand the fundamental and 
excessive variables.  As noted by Hoadley and Cox (2009), in the context of design knowledge, ‘experts 
indisputably “know” the subject but often have great difficulty explicating what they know for 
novices/apprentices’. Within this method set these issues are resolved by virtue of the process – 
Thinking is not doing, Doing is thinking.   

With students, an educator can quickly note whether each learns a certain way and adjust his or her 
approach.  With machines, however, success is entirely up to the “teacher”, or more directly, the 
programmer.  A programmer can prescribe object level functions, which are fairly straightforward, step-
wise and often exact – but because there’s no erasing permanent ink, no correcting the “mistakes” 
made in the mechanical and irreversible testing process.  The authors of this paper contend that there is 
great value in technology’s imprecision as a means of understanding human cognition. In other words, 
what is objectively knowable (as opposed to what is thought to be known in a subjective sense) and 
expressed through unambiguously coded forms may hold critical allusions to what is not yet known and 
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what has not yet been considered. That these revelations are, in fact, what lead to new evolutions 
within each designer.   

Lastly, as technology continues to penetrate design practice and, more globally, our lives, there is 
considerable uncertainty about environmental futures as well as existential unease regarding 
automation and the perceived gradual or abrupt loss of human control.  However, based on the 
research presented here, it can be argued that the process of codifying complex non-linear systems can 
reveal insight into how the human brain operates.  We force ourselves to interrogate how we learn by 
teaching the machine.  The impasse between the human mind and the robotic action is circumvented 
through the metacognition of both the machine (knowing about how the machine knows) and ourselves 
(knowing how we know). Additionally and by extension, this perhaps enlightens how society might cope 
with this same uncertainty and the other changes we will face; informing how we live and learn and 
ultimately how a better built environment can be envisioned/manufactured by framing the relationship 
we have with machines of production. 
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